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Divine Union The Love Story Of Jesus And Mary Magdalene
Modern mystic Debra Clemente shares the intimate story of her discovery of the voice of Love speaking to her heart. "I become more confident each and every day in the truth for all that the words in my book Listen Hear, A Divine Love Story declare. In these past few years I have come to know that I am not the only one nor am I to be the only one whom is so aware of the Indwelling Spirit of God which is present to lead us unto all
truth and goodness. This message deserves a perfect presentation and yet I know that can never be by my book or any other. It can only be a signpost along the way for any others journey. For with surety I say, the truth of God forever can be and only be heartfelt." - Debra Clemente "Intensely personal, faithfully rendered from observation and experience, refreshingly innocent in reporting on interactions with the Divine Presence,
astute in its commentary on stale approaches to Truth, chock full of exciting encounters with a remarkably down-to-earth God, profound, mystical, practical, humorous, fast-paced and highly enjoyable reading. A gem, which I am sure will spur many on to seek their own inner enlightenment. Your detailed descriptions of what you did to get into the flow can help anyone to take similar steps adapted to personal characteristics and
temperament. I can see it becoming one of the handbooks for this age of ascension; it is that good and applicable. I for one feel inspired by your example and enheartened by the thread of hope running through the book." - Hanspeter, Austria "Beautiful... Love this book. Its not one you can complete at one go... there is so much in each page that I feel at times its my book of answers. I open a page and I get my answer to what's on
my mind... Its rich beyond words just like your paintings." - Deepthy, India "Simply so fresh to read, packed with truth and encouragement, a certain whirlwind to take you forward. I love how the way thoughts are conveyed are bordering on (and even being) more like art with depth, with a sense of humor, with freshness, word plays, sparks of light amongst words." - Zak, Finland "It is something to sit quiet with. Allow words to have
their say. Don't rush. I feel that while I am reading I am in a place of prayer. I found many different places where the eye of my heart was glued to the page. Your writings about the Divine Love and the transformation of the soul they are simply beautiful! Thank you for choosing to listen and hear, for being a conduit for truths that exist for all, but few stop to listen." - Joseph, USA
This is a remarkable, compelling story of True Love, the most divine union possible on Earth. When Antera and Omaran meet and discover they are not only soulmates but twin flames, separated thousands of years ago, they embark on a journey of profound spiritual awakenings and experiences. With constant help from Ascended Masters and angels, they overcome huge obstacles to reunite and stay together, as they begin their
highest spiritual service.
From the Swing Between Worlds, a realm of light where souls create the design for their lives we see Mary Magdalene accept the challenges she will face as a visionary, healer, teacher and counterpart of Jesus Christ. As she looks into the future, she sees that in 2000 years the people will also remember their own light, their own divinity and choose to live in peace. Now is the time she has seen! Now is the time for Peace. From
the Preface: "Mary was not a harlot, powerless, following Christ. She was a woman of extraordinary vision and power, facing her fears with immense courage and determination. Setting aside personal feelings and desires, she dedicated her life to upholding God and the greater design she had pledged to serve, regardless of the obstacles she encountered.... She is a noble, beautiful, nurturing woman who will take you in her arms
and call from you the memory and truth of who you are." Read her story and Remember the Design for Peace in Your Heart!
Following a young couples journey from the beginning of the first "I Love You". Based on true stories, events and experiences, from two completely different backgrounds. Found Love and decided to never let go. Raising each other, and helping each other grow. As college sweethearts, soulmates and bestfriends, two Ohio natives met at the young age of 18 and 19 years old and didn't let anything keep them from being together,
and staying together. There were tough times, but during the storm, they never gave up on True Love. An autobiography of two hearts that became one.
The Blossom Opens to Open
On Union With God
Love's Story
Bring Him Home
A Perfect Love for Imperfect People
Goddess Calling
The Seven Stages of Love

Love sets free an ailing heart and shines the Divinity through the portal of Grace. Every heart has access... Choose Love and Be Free Within these pages lies clear, understandable messages to heal, renew and deliver to you, yet, another access to the Truth, through the awakening of your inner knowing and the remembering of Love as the Master.
Love—only a four letter word, yet it’s so powerful that it can conquer anything in this world! We’ve all experienced the first flush of love and remember the lingering fragrance of it. For ages Love has remained one of the most cherished experiences that everyone wishes to live through at least once. Humanity, time and again, has coined many definitions to describe this beautiful emotion, but this small word is a feeling that
can't simply be defined. It has to be narrated . . . in the form of stories—love stories. Love Stories That Touched My Heart is a collection of such stories from readers who have a tale to tell, shortlisted from over 2000 entries that were submitted in a competition conducted by Penguin India. Selected and edited by Ravinder Singh, this anthology—made up of the stories that touched Ravin’s heart the most—will make you believe
that someone, somewhere, is made for you.
Michael Henry Dunn's spiritual journey began with heartbreak and a call to monastic life. But a deep conviction that one can be in love with the Divine - passionately, romantically in love - and still find sweet and fulfilling human love as well, led him to seek and find intimacy with the ultimate Soul Mate. Romancing the Divine is Dunn's deeply moving, intensely personal account of a love affair with the Source of Life: the
Goddess who is also God. With honesty and humor, Dunn reveals the personal crisis that led to his spiritual awakening, his experiences meditating and chanting in the company of saints and illuminated souls, and the paths and techniques you can use to share in his love. What Dunn experienced (and continues to experience) transcends any one religion. He found commonality in his divine love with Indian yogis and Western
nuns and discovered inspiration from Christian monastics and the chants of the kirtan yogic tradition. His is an unabashedly romantic love story centered on the Divine Feminine and filled with joy, passion, and a spiritualized and purified erotic energy. To love the Divine is to discover a lover who, according to Dunn, is "seductive beyond thought of competition." It's a love we all deserve.
The love story of Yeshua (Jesus the Christ) and Mary Magdalene from their own personal perspective, from childhood, through the crucifixion and beyond!
Heaven on Earth Begins
Romancing the Divine
The Soul Contract
Inspirational Love Story
Inspirational Messages & Meditations of Sacred Feminine Liberation Thealogy
Poetry of a Divine Union with the Beloved
The Divine Trilogy
Speak Only Kindnesses Volume 3: Mastering the New Energy is the third of 3 volumes of inspired teachings by Toni Page. Whether you meditate on the teachings daily, randomly select messages at will, or read the whole book at once, you will experience a resurrection of your core spiritual energy. Th is volume ‘exudes’
love’s tangible presence so you can feel it and use it. It invites us to experiment with simple practices that guide us to optimize mastery of the New Energy. Teachings about co-creating, focusing love energy, controlled breathing, limiting caffeine consumption, and so much more, are delivered with intense love, in
non-judgmental tones and invite us to immerse ourselves in Spirit each day. Volume 3 is an “amazing” book that “inspires us to embrace the intertwining of our spiritual and material lives.” Th ese daily contemplative messages and practices ring with the core truth that “love is the power behind the Universe,” and
that we are all “loved beyond measure.” Th e readings are interpreted as the words of Yeshua, and teach we are more magnificent and more powerful than we know. Th e New Energy amplifies our impact and this book provides straight-forward tools to assist in Mastering that energy to allow us to serve as co-creators of a
kinder and more peaceful new world. You will feel uplifted by these “inspirational messages of unconditional love that are truly healing to the heart” and deliver hope for a spectacular future of our own design in the New Energy.
This book invites humanity to align its sexual energies with an emergent SuperconsciousnessNa path of evolution toward the freedom of an ecstatic dance with the potency of the galactic life force that boundlessly manifests. These tales were inspired by direct messages from the sentience of Earth Spirit herself,
guiding readers to co-create a Golden Solar Age with cosmic energies as prophesied by the Mayan Calendar.
Ascended Master Sarah, Goddess of Peace is the long-awaited sequel to Divine Union: The love story of Jesus and Mary Magdalene Ascended Master Sarah shares her parents sacred wisdom teachings of The Way of the Chalice. At the heart of this wisdom is a path of integration and transformation that embraces the Divine
Masculine and Divine Feminine in sacred union! Sarah leads us on a journey of self-discovery into sacred union that ultimately leads back to self-mastery and true enlightenment! She brings insight to the deeply rooted male/female polarities of imbalance that had caused chaos and fear that is so pervasive upon the
planet. Sarah's sacred wisdom teachings is a journey into the teachings of the Goddess, the inner alchemy of sacred union that will lead us back to wholeness as a planet!
Using New Testament gematria, symbolic number values encoded in the Greek phrases, the author reveals that the sacred couple was one of the essential pillars of early Christian teachings, before being denied by the architects of institutional Christianity and obscured by later Church doctrine.
The Journey Home
A Divine Love Story
The Story of Mary Magdalena
Hope Returns
You Are Woman, You Are Divine
God's Divine Design for Dating and Marriage
India's Classic Sacred Love Story: The Rasa Lila of Krishna
Every few years, a book comes along that could change our world forever... Sahra's story is a powerful, illuminating and deeply moving portrayal of Jesus' intimate life with His secret wife, and is the journey of all humans remembering their divine origin. It is an authentically sacred and profound expos of their love-life - an exotic, poetic romance in the light of totally new and unique understanding of the holy journey that is both beautifully
sensual and sacred. This lyrical work of art and creative inspiration gives the reader a vividly evocative experience of their way of life. Illustrated with unique sacred art exquisitely crafted from antique eastern silks, the book takes the reader on an astonishingly beautiful journey into the realm of the Divine and deep into the reader's own sacred soul. To read Sahra is to return Home to the Oneness of all, to our destiny. A heart-wrenching tale of
love and sacrifice, crucifixion and resurrection, The Book of Sahra uncovers essential truths about our world, our destiny, and our own innate connection to the Divine. Everyone will want to read this book and discover the deeper meaning of events 2000 years ago that made Jesus the most venerated healer/teacher ever and their relevance to humanity and the world today. In the vein of such transformational works as The Alchemist, The Shack,
and Conversations with God, this is a book for all who long for the eternal experience of Divine Love.
In this book, visual and poetic emblems of God’s love, created by Otto van Veen and Jeanne Guyon, symbolically represent spiritual meaning and, as such, offer a gift of revealed strength and purpose to the aware reader. In our age, when love seems almost forgotten, this emblem book uniting Guyon’s poetry and D’Othon Vaenius’s illustrations give us a faithful look into what might be. What if Divine love becomes part of the human endeavor
and joins to human souls? Otto van Veen and Jeanne de la Mothe Guyon internalized this hope and here reveal to us their vision of the love of God bonding and becoming one with the human soul. Translated into English for the first time here, these emblems of divine love become available to postmodern readers.
Have you ever wanted More? Not more stuff . . . or success . . . or fame . . . but more intimacy, more connection, more mystery, more awe. When Mariah McKenzie finds her husband and her best friend in bed together, she is launched on a forbidding and transcendent journey. Reeling from a life turned upside down, Mariah and her husband Jake don’t separate, but resolve to search together for a deeper connection - for more.
Full colour text and unique illustrations of Sahra Renata's Temple Veils. This is the secret of the greatest love story of all time and history's biggest hidden mystery. The Book of Sahra is Sahra's testament to her marriage to Jesus, her own divinity, her incredible sacrifice, her crucifixion and resurrection. This is both Sahra's story and the story of every human. It is one woman's sacred journey and an allegory of the journey of all humans'
spiritual journey, an intimate experience of Sahra and Jesus' sacred love, Jesus' immaculate love with Mary Magdalene and the archetypal story of divine union. A novel in praise of divine love and sacrifice, crucifixion and resurrection, unique life experiences and mystical teachings. An amazing testament to a sacred union, this is a book for all who long for the eternal experience of divine love. In a series of divine communions with Jesus, Rev. Dr.
Sahra Renata has been taken back on a journey through time, returning with a sacred covenant to remind us all of our God-given inheritance at this crucial time in our planet's evolution. Every few years, a book comes along that could change our world forever... Was Jesus really married? The newly discovered , authenticated parchment with evidence that He was has surfaced, bringing this longstanding debate back into question. Finally the
truth is revealed in Rev. Dr. Sahra Renata's The Book of Sahra. Jesus' Secret Wife. In fact, Jesus wasn't married to Mary Magdalene, long rumored to be His wife. This book reveals the true identity of His wife and their secret life together. In this amazing testament to their sacred union we discover why it has been concealed for two thousand years, Sahra's untold story, and her divine journey to protect the bloodline of Jesus. A heart-wrenching
tale of love and sacrifice, crucifixion and resurrection, The Book of Sahra uncovers essential truths about our world, our destiny, and our own innate connection to the Divine. In the vein of such transformational works as The Alchemist, The Shack, and Conversations with God, this is a book for all who long for the eternal experience of Divine Love. To read this book is to be forever transformed.
Sacred Union
The Book of Sahra
A Tale of Love, Intrigue and The KGB
Magdalene's Lost Legacy
The Missing Piece
Speak Only Kindnesses
Love Stories That Touched My Heart
How does a man pick up the pieces when his world crashes around him? Misplaced priorities shattered his marriage. Problems almost crushed him. Love motivated him to mend the damage, once he found all the pieces. After only a few months of marriage, Lorraine left Dylan on a wintry night after he'd spent one too many nights out with the guys. Unable to cope with the loss, Dylan escapes the painful feelings by
drinking them away. This decision costs him a year-and-a-half of his life after he stops in a little mountain town and ends up in the local jail. When he's released, he returns home in search of a job to get his life...and his wife back. The Missing Piece is not only a love story about a man who loves a woman, but is also a love story about a merciful God who loves mankind, even when he falls. The novel is an emotionallycharged journey of hope and redemption with a touch of spunk, a hint of humor, and a few twists along the way. Fresh dialogue, realistic characters, a powerful message. McCormick does a great job creating her characters and portraying the struggles they endure - The Romance Readers Connection A real treat. Readers who delight in tales that focus on second chance relationships with the Lord and beloved humans will
relish Carol McCormick's heartening novel - Harriet Klausner, Amazon's #1 Hall of Fame Reviewer (FIVE STARS) The Missing Piece is a well-written story of Christian life and love that readers everywhere will enjoy - Readers' Favorite Review - Alice DiNizo (FIVE STARS) Inspiring and encouraging. Anyone who desires a restoration to their spirit should read The Missing Piece- Myshelf. com A wonderful, heartwarming Christian
romance. This is definitely a story that I recommend to all lovers of Christian romance - Escape to Romance
Malaika's story questions the concepts of twin flames, soul mates and karmic relationships. It provokes the reader to think of his or her own experiences and find the lessons he or she needed to learn. It teaches men and women that heartbreak and loss is a part of life's journey and it should be embraced because these lessons once learned, moves us a step up the spiritual ladder. It also emphasizes the importance of
forgiveness; forgiveness of self and the people who have hurt us. Love is indeed complicated.
The Grail Rider is a spiritual memoir born from a life-altering Shamanic Journey inspired by the overlighting wisdom of the Christos Sophia. Throughout the ceremony, the blue fire of Divinity consumed all falsities of Self, infusing Inaiya with an all embracing love that suspended her in Grace. While she lay motionless on the forest floor, Inaiya communes with her Family of Light and is downloaded with a vivid, multidimensional transmission that illuminates the seeding of Universal Christ Consciousness, encoded to blossom within her and the hearts of all beings at this unprecedented epoch in time. Inaiya is shown how life on Earth would be brought back into balance through each being undergoing the inner alchemy of the Divine Marriage. Inaiya, along with humanity, was at a vital crossroads, where her destiny called her
irresistibly forth to embark upon an initiatory journey and follow a chain of synchronicities that would unveil the true nature of the Beloved. You are invited to venture along with Inaiya through the mythic Grail lines of Glastonbury, the French Pyrenees, Mediterranean Coast, Italy and Greece as she traces and re-discovers the richly encoded wisdom and timeless transmissions of the Divine Masculine and Divine Feminine
as they rise, newly empowered to usher in an awakened New Earthunified in Oneness, sovereignty and resounding beauty. The Grail Rider is not only a holographic travel adventure woven with cosmic codes of light, it is an eternal love story and quest of the Soul, that magically unveils an alchemical treasure map that is altogether paradigm shifting. Steeped in humility, humour, and the transparent quandaries of a
modern day Priestess, The Grail Rider is an offering of love, here to awaken and inspire all those who are called to return to the heart of the wild Divine.
In 1244, the Sufi poet, Jallaludin Rumi, met a wandering seeker named Shams-i-Tabriz. Upon meeting, the two men immediately went into private retreat together and emerged 90 days later in a transformed condition. Rumi: Gazing at the Beloved reveals the esoteric practice that Rumi and Shams were engaged in.
A Divine Union
The Book of Sahra, Jesus' Secret Wife
A True Story of Soul Reunion
Successful Guide to a Healthy Marriage
The Love Story of Jesus and Mary Magdalene
The Divine Romance
Listen Hear
Bring Him Home tells the true story of a charismatic author's twin flame love affair with an extraordinary woman. Divinely guided to meet the woman of his dreams, his immediate attraction to her transcends her physical beauty. Their minds, hearts, and souls become utterly intertwined as the two lovers embark on a transformative journey.
Choosing to depart from their traditional American lives as successful business owners and former CEO's, Sri Ram Kaa and Kira Raa embarked on a journey of mystical enlightenment toward Self-Ascension. They activated a soul agreement, a spiritual opening that brought in angelic visitations, visions of a possible new earth, and the transformation of their bodies, minds, and hearts. This is no
ordinary love story. They are drawn like magnets to the edge of their comfort zones, where they discover time and again that Trust is inseparable from Love. This is the state of Being that cultivates the Path of Self-Ascension. In this remarkable book, readers will learn: To love themselves unconditionally. Joy is a choice, the building block of Self-Ascension. How to transform daily life, with or
without a partner, into an experience of Divine Sacred Union. The healing ability of true Soul Nourishment. The power of Authentic living and Gratitude. How to effectively use Transparent Communication to improve relationships with anyone! Why sex, healing and Divine Union are Sacred gifts. We are all evolving, and WE are not ALONE in the process!
Twin Flames are the ultimate soul partner, and Divine Union is the ultimate goal within this connection. Many people seek their Twin Flame without knowing how to seek the true Divine Union that their soul is calling for. Twin Flames in Union Roni and Ellie create accessible spirituality and share the tools and wisdom that has been channeled to them throughout the journey. These are the tools
and exercises that we have used over the seven years of our journey to fully heal our Union and come home to our soul. This is a full, comprehensive guide on the Twin Flame Union and the search for Divine Union. Come home to the Divinity within now.
Albert the Great was born in Swabia, the son of a military nobleman. He was a Dominican priest who taught theology in Cologne and Paris. His most distinguished student was Saint Thomas Aquinas. Albert was called "Doctor universalis" because his breadth of knowledge spanned not only philosophy and theology but all the natural sciences. He was a dedicated student of nature, and although
he argued that the physical world can only be known reliably through observation and comparison, Albert distinguished between thruths, which are naturally knowable, and mysteries, which cannot be known without revelation. People can only reach God through Himself - that is, by leaving behind the entanglements of earthly things and contemplating Him exclusively. The image and reality of
God's incarnation in Jesus gives human beings the opportunity to attain a more perfect knowledge God through contemplation. Albert refers to the teaching of St. Peter, "Cast all your anxiety on him, because he cares for you."
Tales of an Unearthly Love
The Grail Rider
Poetry for the Spirit
Journey To Mystical Union Through The Sacred And The Profane
The Golden Rose's Sacrifice
Volume 3: Mastering the New Energy
Dance of Divine Love

Sometimes, if we are incredibly lucky, we are genuinely blessed to encounter something that is truly sacred. In those moments, it's possible to believe that everything happens in our lives for a reason. For one woman, her brush with the sacred occurred on the heels of heartbreak. After surviving alone in the barren wasteland of an abusive
marriage, an angel-in the guise of a man-entered Tala's life. On that starry night, with one magical kiss, the teachings of Divine Union are revealed to her to share "with the world. " "Heaven on Earth" is a true story, an inspirational narrative of the journey to a sacred relationship called Divine Union, the love that lasts. Tala's story is revealed
through the process of amazing dream-vision experiences. As the teachings of Divine Union are relayed, she travels through the life-changing events of love, death, sacrifice, survival, surrender, forgiveness, and the release of destructive emotional patterns that imprisoned her family in cycles of pain and suffering for many years. This is her story
of triumph, of finding the courage to survive insurmountable obstacles, and to walk the path to an incredible new life.
Experience the orgasmic rapture of Sacred Union with your Twin Soul and the Divine • Includes practices in sacred sexuality, emotional intimacy, and soul awareness to awaken the Love, Power, and Wisdom of your soul, attract your Twin Soul, and satisfy your soul’s longing to reunite with God • Draws on teachings from Gnosticism, Sufi
mysticism, the Kabbalah, Kundalini yoga, sexual shamanism, the Egyptian Mystery schools, and Christ Consciousness • Offers examples of Sacred Union, including Jesus and Mary Magdalene and Rumi and Shams as well as experiences of modern couples Jesus and Mary Magdalene, Rumi and Shams, King Solomon and the Queen of Sheba, Isis
and Osiris--in these sacred unions we recognize the merging not only of Twin Souls but also of these lovers with the Divine. In Sacred Sexual Union, Anaiya Sophia shows this Holy Marriage, complete reunification with your Twin Soul and God, is not a secret reserved for the initiated or a tradition lost to the ages. It is a potent, living spiritual path
enabling two beloveds to experience the primordial state of creation as one soul blessed by the Divine Light and Love of their Creator. Drawing on teachings from Gnosticism, Sufi mysticism, the Kabbalah, Kundalini yoga, sexual shamanism, the Egyptian Mystery Schools, and Christ Consciousness, the author reveals the complete alchemical
process of Sacred Union. She provides physical, meditative, and psychological practices that combine sacred sexuality, emotional intimacy, and transparent soul awareness to awaken the magnetic energies of your soul, draw your Twin Soul to you, and, with Twin Souls reunited, experience the passionate rapturous remembrance of becoming one
with God. She explores ancient writings and rituals of Sacred Union--known as Hieros Gamos in ancient Sumeria, Sacred Marriage in the Kabbalah, Yab Yum in Tibetan Buddhism, and the Bridal Chamber in Gnostic Christianity--and offers examples of Sacred Union throughout the ages, including experiences from her own spiritual journey. More
than a meditative or yogic practice, Sacred Sexual Union offers a transformative spiritual path to embrace the threefold flame of Power, Love, and Wisdom and satisfy your soul’s longing for wholeness and reunion with the Divine.
The modern woman often does not know herself as a goddess; her feminine energy is out of balance and her divine essence has yet to awaken. But the time has come, right now, for women to know that being female is special, sacred, and divine. This inspiring, poetic and magically potent book will entice women of all ages to explore and activate
their relationship with the divine, feminine and most sacred part of themselves—the goddess within. In You Are Woman, You Are Divine, Back to the Goddess founder RenÃ©e Starr takes women on an enchanting, empowering journey, offering ancient wisdom in a fresh, modern way to help woman reclaim all the beauty, grace, and strength that
being female is. In Part 1 of the book, she leads readers back through history to revisit the reverence for women that every ancient culture possessed. From the dawn of pre-history, women were perceived as holy, sacred, and divine incarnations of the Great Mother Goddess. Powerful figures full of strength, wisdom, and leadership, women were
the keepers of the human race, from which all life flowed. In Part 2, Starr retells in mesmerizing narrative seven of the greatest goddess myths from ancient cultures around the world: Ancient Egypt, Africa, India, Tibet, Ancient Greece, Lakota, and the Judeo-Christian Bible. Each myth presents a quality that modern women can restore back into
their lives: Lilith (Power), Yemaya (Creativity), Tara (Stillness), Radha (Passion), Kassandra (Voice), White Buffalo Calf Woman (Wisdom), and Eve (Awakening). Accompanying each myth are anointing, bathing and lunar rituals, instructions for altars, invocations, meditations, and more to deepen their connection to their own inner goddess and
inspire living as a goddess on earth. In Part 3, Starr shows women how to integrate the teachings of The Divine Feminine into everyday life, honoring the sacredness of their body and how to be in energetic, feminine balance. The book offers fresh, new ways for women to embrace their ancient and sacred traditions. It uplifts the spirit of any
woman—from young womanhood to her elder, wise-woman years. It honors the Feminine spirit that all women can celebrate in themselves to rebalance the world. Readers will live more fulfilled lives and feel more confident, free and feminine...becoming the goddesses they were meant to be. Beautifully designed & illustrated; includes a foreword
by Raquel Allegra, noted fashion designer.
Annie has many unanswered questions! Will she find her one and true love or will she be destined to stay single all her life and do a work for God?
Rumi, Gazing at the Beloved
Divine Love
Ishtar
When God Unfolds the Rose
Jesus' Secret Wife
Exultation
The Alchemy of Love, Power, and Wisdom
In ever-increasing numbers, women and men are seeking spirituality beyond traditional religious institutions and more and more their new normal includes the deities, ideals and archetypes of the Sacred Feminine. They have a desire to get beyond the patriarchal dogma that often perpetuates sexism, homophobia and the domination of Gaia
and all her inhabitants, including the body of Mother Earth. Goddess Calling is designed to give individuals or those desiring to serve their communities a springboard to offer “sermons from the pulpit” with ideas to create a format for a regular gathering or service. Easy to digest and sometimes gently following the seasons of the year and
holidays already on most people’s calendars, these messages and meditations use Goddess archetypes, ideals and mythology to provide content for education, inspiration and contemplation for anyone seeking to incorporate a feminine face of God within their spirituality, no matter what their faith.
Love's Story, the final volume of Ajit Sripad Rao Nalkur's trilogy on love, highlights his vision and realisation of true love on Earth. The poems in this volume were written over a period of twenty years while Nalkur was living and working in Australia and the United States and after he returned to his birth country, India. This volume is divided
into three parts. "The Vision" contains poems he began to write in Australia in the early 1990s and takes a narrative form, with much of the work appearing in prose. It offers the poet's visionary experience of love Part two, entitled "Love on Earth," addresses the realisation and actualisation of that love. The third and final part of the book,
"Poet's Corner," contains verse on the art of poetry. Love's Story explores true love in all its aspects and considers the realisation of a dream of such a love on Earth.
Presents the ancient teachings of early Christianity in a clear and enjoyable form
“Don’t you question his love for me. I know what it is.When he resides in me how can you say he left me? Nothing can break the bond between two souls who are connected to each other. No matter how long they are apart, no matter what happens, they are always connected.” Urmila Set against the backdrop of the Ramayana, Lakshmila
narrates the story of the selfless love between Lakshman and Urmila without whom the Ramayana would have been incomplete. But Lakshmila – the united entities of Lakhsman and Urmila – does not tell the world about their sacrifices; instead they speak of their love that becomes the cornerstone of their powerful and supreme sacrifice.
Urmila is as important as Lakshman in the story. It lingers on the significant pauses in their relationship, unknown to the world, and gently drives home the unsung truth that the love between Lakshman and Urmila was unusual, divine, subtle and yet potent, carrying across lifetimes. Their love was a silent and selfless commitment, more of a
spiritual connection. Lakshmila provides a detailed insight into the ‘what, how, when and why’ of every incident that took place during the Treta Yug in the Suryavanshi family, based on detailed research from the Valmiki Ramayana, Kamban Ramayana, Puranas and the different versions of the Ramayana.The fictional narrative is set in the
context of a retelling of the epic from Lakshman and Urmila’s perspective of the events that went on to build the timeless tale.
I Remember Union
Heaven on Earth
The Story of Union through the Teachings of the Masters
Divine Union
The Radical Practice of Beholding the Divine
Andropov's Cuckoo
Symbolic Numbers and the Sacred Union in Christianity
Over the past decade, Tala Scott has learned that loving and being loved is the true key to unlocking the hearts hidden treasures. Scott, who is a long-time researcher and teacher of sacred relationships, shares valuable insight that takes the Divine Union Relationship in a forward direction by revealing the seven stages of love. As she details her odyssey to find true love, Scott invites the reader
on a fascinating journey that swings across the vine of loves ups and downs as each admirer follows the path to her heart and offers a piece of the puzzle that prepares her for the ultimate relationshipthe Divine Union. But do the admirers ultimately fulfill their purpose and does Scott learn all she needs to know about love? Heaven on Earth Begins: The Seven Stages of Love shares a lifechanging message of the Divine Union Relationship that leads others down an introspective path of self-discovery to the purest of loves.
Full colour text and gorgeous illustrations with Sahra Renata's Temple Veils. Special edition paperback. Discounted launch price until 23 April 2013This is the secret of the greatest love story of all time and history's biggest hidden mystery.The Book of Sahra is Sahra's testament to her marriage to Jesus, her own divinity, her incredible sacrifice, her crucifixion and resurrection. This is both
Sahra's story and the story of every human. It is one woman's sacred journey and an allegory of the journey of all humans' spiritual journey, an intimate experience of Sahra and Jesus' sacred love, Jesus' immaculate love with Mary Magdalene and the archetypal story of divine union.A novel in praise of divine love and sacrifice, crucifixion and resurrection, unique life experiences and mystical
teachings. An amazing testament to a sacred union, this is a book for all who long for the eternal experience of divine love.In a series of divine communions with Jesus, Rev. Dr. Sahra Renata has been taken back on a journey through time, returning with a sacred covenant to remind us all of our God-given inheritance at this crucial time in our planet's evolution.Every few years, a book comes
along that could change our world forever...Was Jesus really married? The newly discovered , authenticated parchment with evidence that He was has surfaced, bringing this longstanding debate back into question. Finally the truth is revealed in Rev. Dr. Sahra Renata's The Book of Sahra. Jesus' Secret Wife. In fact, Jesus wasn't married to Mary Magdalene, long rumored to be His wife. This
book reveals the true identity of His wife and their secret life together. In this amazing testament to their sacred union we discover why it has been concealed for two thousand years, Sahra's untold story, and her divine journey to protect the bloodline of Jesus.A heart-wrenching tale of love and sacrifice, crucifixion and resurrection, The Book of Sahra uncovers essential truths about our world,
our destiny, and our own innate connection to the Divine. In the vein of such transformational works as The Alchemist, The Shack, and Conversations with God, this is a book for all who long for the eternal experience of Divine Love. To read this book is to be forever transformed.
On the heels of her mother's death, Hope Logan reluctantly returned to her grandparents' home place in search of a journal that revealed explosive crimes and atrocities of the past that had haunted her grandma for nearly sixty-five years. Bitterness, unforgiveness, and anger consumed her as she set out to solve the mystery that surrounded her grandma's life. The dark evil secret that was
contained in the journal only deepened her resentment of God. Because of her quest, she came in contact with many strong believers, especially a handsome young pastor and three senior citizens. In that small town in the foothills of the mountains of North Carolina, Hope's bitterness, unforgiveness, and anger slowly began to fade in the light of the strong faith of the young pastor and three
senior citizens. She discovered the true meaning of faith and hope in Christ in the midst of adversity. Carolyn Digh Griffin, a native North Carolinian, resides in Waxhaw, North Carolina, with her husband, Hoyle. She is retired from Union County Public Schools where she was an Administrative Assistant to the Assistant Superintendent. She has two daughters and four grandchildren who also
reside in the Old North State.
The heart of this book is a dramatic love poem, the Rasa Lila, which is the ultimate focal point of one of the most treasured Sanskrit texts of India, the Bhagavata Purana. Judged a literary masterpiece by Indian and Western scholars alike, this work of poetic genius and soaring religious vision is one of the world's greatest sacred love stories and, as Graham Schweig clearly demonstrates, should
be regarded as India's Song of Songs. The story presents the supreme deity as the youthful and amorous cowherd, Krishna, who joins his beloved maidens in an enchanting and celebratory "dance of divine love." Schweig introduces this work of exquisite poetry and profound theology to the Western world in the form of a luminous translation and erudite scholarly treatment. His book explores
the historical context and literary genre of the work and elucidates the aesthetic and emotional richness of the composition, highlighting poignant details of this drama of divine love. Schweig illuminates the religious dimensions and ethical nuances of the drama, drawing widely from the commentaries and esoteric vision of masters of the Caitanya school of Vaishnavism, a prominent devotional
Hindu tradition. Themes such as transcendence of death through love, the yoga of devotion, the contrast between worldly love and passionate love for God, and the dialectical tension between ethical boundaries and boundless love are presented. The final event of the Rasa dance, the author concludes, presents a dynamic symbol of supreme love that provides the basis for a theological vision of
genuine religious pluralism.
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Ishtar is the first book dedicated to providing an accessible analysis of the mythology and image of this complex goddess. The polarity of her nature is reflected in her role as goddess of sexual love and war, and has made her difficult to characterise in modern scholarship. By exploring this complexity, Ishtar offers insight into
Mesopotamian culture and thought, and elucidates a goddess who transcended the limits of gender, divinity and nature. It gives an accessible introduction to the Near Eastern pantheon, while also opening a pathway for comparison with the later Near Eastern and Mediterranean deities who followed her.
God’s Divine Design for Dating and Marriage is an exhaustive answer to what God thinks about love and sexuality and provides a step-by-step process for building God-centered relationships. As they wandered through the wilderness, God provided Moses and the Israelites with instructions for the Tabernacle. More than a building,
the Tabernacle was a sacred space for covenant. Its design provides modern believers with a blueprint for reflecting God’s glory through intimacy. You will: Gain the power to recognize and apologetically resist worldly images and messages about dating, marriage, and sexuality. Be entertained by biblical and modern examples of the
best and worst of relationships, tracing problematic patterns that may be affecting your love life. Take a journey through the divinely-designed Tabernacle and learn to use its construction and symbolism as a systematic guide through seasons of singleness, courtship, and covenant. God’s Divine Design for Dating and Marriage is a
beautiful blend of relevant facts, scriptural insights, relatable pop-culture references, and personal anecdotes that provide a strong case for following God’s divine design in all your relationships.
Transcendent poetry, at once rapturous and intimate. This tells of a journey of healing from experiences of violation. It is the story of the trespassed Womb, of which millions of women will relate to. It tells of coming home, in victory and self-forgiveness. It tells of going through the rage and shame, leading to making peace with the
past. It is the story of an electrified romance - internal and external - and the alchemy of music. It tells of healing distrust of the masculine and honoring sexuality as sacred. Finally, it is a blazing Love story, inspired by the inner marriage of anima and animus, muse and musician.
A dying man recounts the story of the most amazing person he has ever met , a brilliant Soviet linguist, whom he knew as Youriko. It is a tale of love, daring-do, spies and danger set in Japan, Germany, Turkey, the USA, Canada and the UK, but mostly in the Soviet Union of the Seventies. Two girls, born thousands of miles apart in
Kazakhstan and Japan just after World War II, meet and are like peas in a pod. They also get on like sisters and keep n touch for the rest of their lives. However, one wants to help her battle-scarred country and the other wants to leave hers for the West. They dream up a daring, dangerous plan to achieve both goals, which
Andropov, the chief of the Soviet KGB, is told about. He dubs it Operation Youriko and it is set in motion, but does it have even the remotest chance of success? Andropov’s Cuckoo is based on a ‘true story’ related to the author by one of the protagonists.
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